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O'Neill announces court camera study
By Jamie Plcrman
Editor

C. William O'Neill

Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice C.
William O'Neill announcedThursdayne
had formulated plans for print and
broadcast media representatives to
work with the Ohio Supreme Court to
work toward the initiation of cameras
in the courtroom.
O'Neill was in Bowling Green to
speak before a Journalism Week
gathering in the Holiday Inn.
He said camera coverage in the
courtroom was the next most important
step toward preserving freedom of the
press in Ohio and the United States,
adding that in the past, there has been a
canon that prevented cameras from
recording courtroom proceedings.
"Personally, I am convinced that

the technology has reached the stage
where there no longer need be any
disruptions" in the courtroom by
cameras and recording devices, O'Neill
said.
"The argument of attorney and
witnesses 'hamming it up' is not valid,"
he said.
O'Neill said Franklin County, which
includes Columbus, has been using a
video camera for court recording
purposes and jurors, attorneys and
witnesses soon forgot they were being
televised. He said most persons have a
more mature view of cameras and no
longer believe they are a disruption to
courtroom activities.
However, O'Neill said, "there may
be some invasion of privacy problems
that have to be dealt with," but that
"we are going to embark promptly
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upon a re-examination and re-study of
this problem in Ohio."
Cameras and recording devices in
court have become an issue since
Florida passed a law allowing one still
camera and one video camera in their
courts. Regardless of any objection,
cameras are allowed in Florida courts.
Colorado allows cameras, unless there
is an objection.
A committee of chief justices in the
U.S., of which O'Neill is a member, also
is investigating the matter, O'Neill
said, and will probably have recommendations within several months.
O'Neill also discussed the recent
decision of the Ohio Supreme Court
making all judges in Ohio accountable
every 30 days to the Ohio Supreme
Court and every record of Ohio judges
public.

He gave an example of judges in
Cuyahoga County who had more than
3,000 personal injury cases that were
more than two years old.
After the Ohio Supreme Court made
all judges' records public, the number
dropped to just over 900.
"The reason of that success was
because of the press," O'Neill said.
"They (the press) now have access to
every record on every judge,"
"They (the judges) don't like it, but
in an election year it has a very
salutary effect," O'Neill said, adding
that "it was the free press and the
support that they gave to the reform.. .that made the reform possible."
O'Neill noted that according to a
recent survey, U.S. judges rank just
above used car dealers in the amount of
confidence the American people have in
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judges.
"We can't change our images in the
courts by PR 'public relations) men,"
O'Neill said.
"We've got to re-earn by performance. We've lost all that ground,
there's no easy way back-we've got to
earn it."
"The problems of some state courts
will be resolved through performance,"
O'Neill said.
Some state chief justices have
proposed that the courts hire PR officers, but in order to better the
relationship between the courts and the
press, O'Neill said, "all that we can
expect from the press is that they print
the truth about us."
O'Neill added that he believed the
Ohio courts have "provided properly to
protect free trial and a free press."
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BGFA seeks support from faculty for bargaining
By Paula Winslim
Staff Reporter
The Bowling Green Faculty
Association (BGFA) launched a pledge
card campaign to determine if
University faculty support a move
towards collective bargaining.
The campaign reflects faculty sentiments that their best interests are not
being represented, Joseph B. Perry Jr.,
professor of sociology and president of
BGFA, said.
Perry noted that collective
bargaining or unionization is necessary
because the University fails to allow
faculty salaries to keep up with the cost
of living.
"WE (THE FACULTY) feel we're
doing a good job for the University and
the students," he said. But faculty
salaries are not in proportion to this
factor, he explained.

"They're getting a good service
cheap. It's a scandal," he added.
Ralph H. Wolfe, professor of English
and vice-president of BGFA, said that
there is "no effective forum for articulating faculty desires regarding
salary."
HE SAID that this became evident
when the Faculty Welfare Committee's
salary increase recommendations were
"ignored" last week in the University
Budget Council's and Council of Deans'
salary proposals.
Wolfe said that collective bargaining
would be a more effective way to deal
with that problem.
Perry said that the faculty's "loss of
control over the educational process"
at the University is another reason to
unionize faculty.
HE SAID that there seems to be a
growing trend to pay instructors ac-

Inside the News
FEATURES...Jim Flick previews this weekend's Second Season
production of "Jack and the Beanstalk" on Page 4.
PHOTOS...Enjoy Greg Smestad's focus page about a firefighters'
drill in Bowling Green this week on Page 6.
SPORTS...The Falcon baseball team hopes to play Michigan this
weekend, if the weatherman provides sunny skies. See Page 10.

Weather
Partly cloudy
Low40F|SC)
High65F(18C)
20 percent chance of rain

cording to the number of students they
can teach.
"We are being treated more and
more like factory hands," he explained.
Perry cited course cancellations last
summer as an example. The University
said that not enough students enrolled
in the classes.
He said such a policy was unfair, not
only to the students signed up for the
course, but also to the faculty who intended to teach it.

"THE POINT of the thing is to offer
education," added Wolfe.
Collective bargaining not only would
serve the faculty's best interests and
improve morale, but also would provide
University students with better
education opportunities. Perry said.
If faculty members' responses on the
pledge cards indicate significant
support for the proposal, BGFA will ask
the Board of Trustees for approval of a

IF THE FACULTY is unionized, the
Ohio Education Association will
provide training sessions for members
of the BGFA to act as bargaining
agents according to Perry.
Dr. Briant Hamor Lee, chairman of
the pledge card committee, said that

because only 3 percent of the faculty
have responded yet. it is too soon to
determine the outcome of the campaign.
Perry said he does not know of
organized opposition to the move
towards collective bargaining.
if they're ithe faculty I not getting
the raises by being unorganized, how
could it hurt to be organized?" Wolfe
asked.

Tax break
Congress considers college costs
By Tom Smith
Members of the U.S. Congress
currently
are
considering
two
proposals to help finance middle class
students'college educations: the tax
credit and an expansion ef the Basic
Equal Opportunity Grant program.
Ohio Congressman Delbert L. Latta
(R-Bowling Green) told the News that
he favors a bill that would grant
parents or students paying college
tuition a maximum credit of $500 on
their tax returns.
"Tax credits would have no
limitation on income. Those who pay
the tax would get some benefit." Latta
said adding, "The proposal would not
influence grant programs the government currently runs."
THE BILL WOULD cost (3 billion in
tax revenues and the program would
allow $500 credit to the taxpayer. In the
plan, if a person originally owed $250 in

taxes, and paid at least $500 in college
tuition, he would owe the government
nothing and receive a $250 payment to
cover college tuition costs.
"The House Ways and Means
committee is currently marking up the
bill and it is not expected to come to the
floor until late April, latta said.
"Those really hurting are in the
middle income bracket, especially
those with four or five children who
can't afford to send them to college,"
latta explained.
THE CONGRESSMAN said that
families making more than $25,000
would not receive any help under the
expanded grant proposal. Citing inflation and raising wages as reasons,
many middle class workers would find
that they soon exceed that limit and
also are faced with rising costs with no
compensation, he said.
An additional clause in the bill in-

Soaring high on wheels
TIM LILJE, an employee of Soaring High Skateboard Park
in Toledo and a junior at the University, is a confirmed
skateboard lover. He became a skateboard fanatic after
moving to the U.S. from Hawaii, where he surfed. Once he
moved to the mainland the only comparable sport was
skateboarding. Now, I.ilje works at Soaring High, selling
equipment and working as a park monitor. I.ilje skates
whenever he can: to class, in University building hallways

faculty election to allow BGFA "to
represent the faculty in a bargaining
situation with the administration and
the Board," Perry said.

cludes tax credits for students attending private, elementary and
secondary schools. This move would
assist parents whose children attend
parochial schools.
Latta said he doubts that such a
clause, which would cost the U.S.
Treasury $5-$7 billion in revenue, would
pass.
In the second proposal, President
Carter wants to liberalize the present
grant program. This bill was brought
up in a procedural rote and was
defeated 218 to 156. Latta opposed the
bill as a parliamentary move to side
track the tax credit bill.
He said he favors the expanded
grants as a second choice if the tax
credits does not get through.
The National Association of Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators
(NASFAA) and the University's
Student Financial Aid Office Director
Beryl D. Smith favor grant expansion
over the tax credit route.

"The grant program is based on
financial needs and assets of the
family. It takes into consideration the
needs of the family and student, he
said.
"THE TAX CREDIT is across the
board regardless of income. There is
also a delay in receiving the benefits,"
Smith added.
The NASFAA slates that under
grants, students would receive benefits
when bills are due and they cover not
only tuition, but all other educational
expenses. A payment or tax savings
from the tax credit would not come
until late winter or spring when you file
your tax return, the NASFAA noted.
Smith said that those making less
than $25,000 would receive a maximum
of $250 a year. He said, that the grant
program does consider the expenses of
the institution and awards its grants
according to costs, not a flat amount as
in the tax credit bill.

opinion
allow cameras
in courtroom
Ohio Chief Justice C. William O'Neill yesterday announced at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn that he is forming a committee of attorneys
and journalists to study the use of cameras and sound-recording devices
in Ohio courtrooms.
The News thinks his move is warranted.
Coverage by both print and broadcast journalists is hampered by the
present canan barring still photographers, film and videotape cameras,
and sound recorders from Ohio Judicial procedings.
Across the nation, experiments are being conducted to decide if photo
and broadcast journalists can cover trials without stirring the witnesses,
attorneys and jurors into grandstand plays.
As journalists ourselves, we know it can be done.
O'Neill noted in this Bowling Green address that technical
sophistication had occured in photo and broadcast journalism since that
canon was formed, when powder flash would erupt in a ball of smoke and
leave a courtroom stunned.
We've come a long way, and we're certainly able to handle the
responsibility that comes along with the intrinsic freedom of the press to
cover the courtroom.
We hope the Ohio panel will agree.

'judgment is founded on truth..

speaking out

press fights in behalf of public
Journalism Week 1978 has been held
this past week and will continue until
tomorrow. I've been sitting in on some
of the sessions and one of the most
interesting ones that I have attended
was about community newspapersthose newspapers that are published in
small towns.
Community newspapers have a
circulation anywhere from 600 to 35,000.
These are the newspapers that persons
read to keep on top of the high school
sports scores, weddings and golden
wedding anniversaries.
The BG News also is a community
newspaper. We don't run weddings, but
we do cover the Falcon teams. The
community we cover is the University
and the city of Bowling Green. Our
circulation (10,500) fits in with the
average circulation of many community newspapers.
A POINT WAS raised at the Journalism Week session that I think is most
important about any newspaper-small

Jamie
Pierman

or large. The point was that besides
covering the relatively minor events,
newspapers, even the smallest ones,
have an obligation to maintain an
adversary relationship with certain
parts of the community. Who else is
going to do it?
When a budget, whether city or
educational, is drawn up, a newspaper
has an obligation to break the budget
down and question certain parts of it.
Where is the money coming from and is
it being used wisely?
One of the editors at the J-Week
session pointed out that some meetings

newspapers cover seem boring and a
waste of the reporter's and the reader's
time. But, without a reporter sitting in
on the meeting, what's to keep the
organization from straying from the
agenda and going into executive
session? And as another editor said,
executive sessions are actually secret
meetings used for making decisions
that may not be the public's will and
could very well hurt the public.
COMMUNITY LEADERS may
despise the sight of a reporter because
the reporter is there to get a story or
quote that may not cast the leader in
the best possible light. But, it has to be
that way, because the average citizen is
not going to protest and question public
officials' actions.
This responsibility of the newspapers
to keep an adversary relationship can
only do good. It may create headaches
and animosity but in the end it makes
any community a better place.
In the near future, I will be meeting

with several University organizations
to inform them about the News, how it
works and its editorial policies. I hope
that these meetings will help in continuing the positive relationship the
News has with just about every
University organization. I'm looking
forward to the meetings.
LET ME JUST say, however, that
like those other small newspapers
fighting for information and the right to
get the answers to the public's
questions, the News also must maintain
such a relationship.
Persons or organizations may ask the
News to print certain stories, but the
only answer we can give is, 'We'll try."
We can't promise anything, except for
you to understand where the News
stands. We must maintain a certain
amount of skepticism, or else we will no
longer be a newspaper.
Jamie Pierman Is the editor of the
News.

speaking out

women are a tolerant minority
As the Equal Rights Amendment
goes down to defeat in some crucial
states (and is being repealed in others),
I begin to wonder just how much it
takes to get women mad enough to fight
back.
It may seem strange to say this, but
I don't think most of them can find a
cause to fight for -not that one doesn't
exist.
Women are the victims of the most
dangerous kind of discrimination. It's
the kind that is accepted more as a fact
of life—a natural thing-rather than an
injustice. People don't acknowledge it
and they don't really care about it.
BUT I JUST never could buy the
theory that there is such a thing as a
"natural" way for women or anyone
else to behave. It's just that we have
had that soft, passive image driven so
far into our brains that we find it hard
to think of them in any other way.
I remember watching those old late
movies in which the hard-hearted
career woman was always won over in
the end by the heroic male lead. The
moral: she was never really happy at
her job and she masked her true desires
for a man, a home, babies and security,
behind her job.
The sad part about it was, I just
accepted it. I never really questioned
the fact that the woman for some
unknown reason had to choose between
her career and her womanhood-as if
she can't have both at the same time.
THE EXAMPLE is there for each
woman to folow throughout her life. It
comes from the family, the schools, the
television, the movies and God knows
where else: A LADY is a lovely, passive
thing. She is a pleasure to look at, and if
she learns all the right skills she can
grow up and get married and spend her
life living vicariously through her man,
feeding him, clothing him, taking care

t

allusion to the fact that she secretly
loves it all.
Women endure it every day, yet no
one seems very indignant about it.
Some are raped and then spend the
rest of their lives trying to figure out
how they brought the attack on
themselves. They accept it all as their
lot in life.
of him and doing anything else it takes
to reinforce the security of his world.
As sophisticated and informed
college students, we may label such
standard ideas archaic, but how many
of us will let go of these traditions in our
real expectations.

It's sad to think that some of them
actually view this sort of treatment as
equality. I suppose that's why I cringe
everytime I hear a woman say she is
against the E.R. A. I can only give them
credit for being a lot more tolerant than
lam.

I don't want to leave the impression
that it's bad for a woman to want to be a
housewife. It's just that too often we
give no thought to it at all. If you
marry, everything is assumed to be
oriented toward the family breadwinner.

Steve Bean Is the editorial editor of
the News.

THEN OF COURSE, there's the good
old double standard in the area of sex.
Women shall not be sexually active.
For men it is an expected achievement.
Men have stronger sexual urges and
must yield to them more often, we are
told. Women are more in control.
For that same reason, men are
allowed to engage in the sport of
girlwatching. I won't for a moment
suggest that this is unnatural. Finding
someone of the opposite sex attractive
is an instinct.

letters
a little more
compassion

An Open Letter to Wayne Colvin:
Director of Greek Life
Dear Mr. Colvin:
We trust you are sufficiently satisfied
with the way you handled the situation
concerning our housemother's keeping
of a pet in her University quarters. We
realize that you may not be concerned
But is it really necessary to stand with the fact that she dearly loved the
there ogling, sighing and drooling as if little two-pound dog-her only true
what you are looking at is not a human companion in life; or that it was abbeing, but a perfectly cooked medium solutely no obstacle or health hazard in
rare steak? I've seen it happen too our house. Obviously the feelings of a
often.
sixty-year-old lady has little priority in
your decision making.
Some even carry the insult one step
It is also possible that you may have
further by calling after the woman with had little to say about the removal of
suggestive or obscene comments.
the dog. Perhaps a monumental edict
Then, the whole scene ends with an was issued from the "higher-ups" in the
administrative ladder demanding the
removal of the horrendous offender
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The BC News is published daily Tuesday through Friday during the regular
school year and weekly during summer sessions by students ol Bowling Green
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The News welcomes reader response
to editorial comment as well as
opinions on topics of student Interest, in
the form of letters to the editor and
guest columns.
All correspondence should be
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only
those letters and columns signed and
listing the author's address and phone
number for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed
M0 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than t0 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject
letters or portions of letters that are
deemed In bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 10*
University Hall.
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(but Dr. Moore always seemed to like
the little guy). Also she has had the dog
here for four years.
Why do you and the administrators
wait until now to make her get rid of it?
And why do you concern yourself only
with the SAE's little dog and not with
other house's will-known pets and
mascots? O.K., you decided to act, but
why in a sterile, formalized, jargoned
letter? You're no stranger to this house,
couldn't you have had the decency and
understanding to talk to Jerry on a one
to one basis telling her this time was it?
Or at least a kind letter? Why did you
find it necessary to hide behind that
demeaning, authoritative memo?
And now that you've received an
official Death Certificate must you
upset her more by calling on the phone
to verify the dog's demise? Does this
type of thing give you pleasure of what?
We realize you are a busy man with
many responsibilities, but sometimes it
is necessary for us to take the time to
consider the other person's feelings and
their situation. We guess what we're
asking for is a little caring and compassion in such matters.
We know Mom is hard and tough on
the outside, but she hurts like everyone
else. This matter may be no big deal for
you, but it is for a certain lady that we
in this house care for a lot. If we were in
your shoes now, we would not feel too
comfortable in making social calls to
our house.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of SAE

THE
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misplaced
textbooks
I would appreciate any information
on two misplaced books. I was at the
library on Wednesday afternoon, April
5, on the second floor near the Card
Catalog. I put my books down to look up
needed material and I inadvertantly
left them there upon leaving. When I
returned to get them they were gone.
One book was "Abnormal Psychology"
by Davison and Neale and the other was
"Delinquent Behavior" by Gibbons.
After the expense of buying them and
the time spent studying them, I am
asking that if anyone has seen them or
claimed them to call me at 352-6048.
These books are needed badly as I have
tests soon. I would be very grateful as it
would save my twenty dollars; no
questions will be asked.
Debby Keever
S20E.Reed,No.4
Bowling Green

are the mice
included?
As a resident of Founders I would like
to complain about the raise in our room
and board for next year. As of the
present time, small field mice have

STO

Perjr

been seen in many of the rooms in
Founders. The maintenance people
have given us small amounts of poison
to get rid of the rodents, but it seems to
have had no effects on the mice.
My complaints are not because I see
the mice as a threat to my existence,
but rather of the disturbances they
cause during the day and night. If I
lived in an apartment that had mice in
it I would not even consider paying an
increase in rent, so long as nothing was
being done about the problem. These
mice are a health hazard and we (the
residents of Founders) should not have
to put up with this problem. There are
no mice in my parents' home and since
the dorm I live in is considered my
present home, I would expect the same.
Susan L. Shoffner
409 Lo wry

prisoners
From time to time, the News
receives from prisoners of
various penal Institutions letters
requesting correspondence with
interested students. While It b
not our policy to print such letters, we will make them
available to anyone who wishes to
answer them.
The letters can be picked up
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the News
office, 106 University Hall.
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Rec center offers much variety
By Terry Potosnak
Assistant Copy Editor
Recreation Director Ben
McGuire spoke Wednesday
night about the Student
Recreation
Center's
progress at an informal
"Meet the Rec Director"
session sponsored by the
Undergraduate
Alumni
Association.
McGuire presented a slide
show and outlines the
facihties that will be
available in the rec center
when it opens in September.
"Things are going along
quite well and its really
going to be an exciting
place," McGuire said.
THE PURPOSE of the rec
center is to attempt to satisfy
and accommodate the
physical recreation needs of
all students now, McGuire
said.

Now only about 50 percent
of the student body engages
in some sort of regular
physical recreation, he said.
"We want to boost that to
80 percent (of the student
body I participating right
away," he said.

Newsphotoby Dave Ryan

JACKSON BROWNE was caught in the act last night at Anderson Arena. Look for
a review ot the concert by C. Anthony Mosser in Tuesday's News.

MCGUIRE EXPLAINED
that most students will
engage in regular physical
recreation because of the rec
center's facilities and services.

Those facilities include:
-four basketball courts on
which tennis, badminton or
volleyball can be played,
-a 10-foot-wide, 190-yard
track. (The decision on
whether to bank the track
will be made
when
University president Hollis
A. Moore Jr. receives the
cost information),
-a multi-purpose area for
karate, frisbee, wiffleball
and fencing into which three
portable, collapsible baskets
can be installed for an additional basketball court,
-14 RACKETBALL or
handball courts with concrete walls,
-three squash courts,
-a 42' x 84'. combative
and dance room with
wrestling mats, padded
walls and mirrors,
-a 30-yard archery range
surfaced with astroturf and
putting cups for golf,
-a driving range,
-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
exercise
rooms
with
equipment worth aDout
$12,000.
-a 50-meter pool that is
four to 14-feet deep and has
one, three, five and sevenand-a-half meter diving
boards, four underwater
windows, underwater lights,
sound system and a seating
capacity of 1500. The pool is

named for Samuel Cooper, a
former swim coach and
University chairman of the
physical education department,
-50' by 25' club pool
surrounded by indooroutdoor carpeting, rock
gardens, music and a glass
wall overlooking the golf
course,
-A RACKETROOM, or
singles tennis court, with a
practice wall,
-a pro shop in the
equipment issue room,
-two locker rooms, each
with 800 lockers and a sauna,
and,
-a TV room and vending
room with facilities for
bumper pool, shuffleboard,
pinball and air hockey.
MCGUIRE SAID that the
University recently ordered

As the season for shorts, bathing suits and outdoor activities approaches, more persons are concerned about their
weight and physical health.
The University has helped these persons by offering a
physical fitness program supervised by Dr. Richard W.
Bowers, director of the University's human performance
laboratory.
The program is designed not only to help shed pounds that
mav >ha»e accumulated during the long winter or to regain
lost physical conditioning, but to educate about exercise.
"IT'S A MATTER of education and a degree of knowledge
of what you are doing and why you are doing it. We try to

educate people as to their physcial limitations," Bowers said.
The program, developed about two years ago by Bowers
and costing $25, involves stretching exercises, running,
walking and two stress tests, used to determine a person's
physical fitness status and detect any cardiovascular (heart)
disease.
The program, which meets three mornings each week and
includes between 25 and 30 persons emphasizes cardiovascular health and physical endurance to help diminish
the possibility of heart attacks, Bowers said.
Bowers added that physical fitness has grown in popularity
because more value now is placed on physical conditioning.
"PEOPLE HAVE been hammering away at the values of
physical fitness for several years. Most physicians have
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COME TO THE FRATERNITY OF
OPPORTUNITY AND GROWTH!

mm PCJC mvm vm
APRIL 10 7:30-9:30
APRIL 12 7:30-9:30

D

For twenty years, the
University Union has been a
home away from home for
thousands of students. The
Falcon's Nest is the place to
go for a cup of coffee in the
morning. And for some, in
the afternoon and on into the
night.
Happy Hours has become
a popular tradition and in the

become aware of the importance of physical fitness,"
Bowers said.
The program uses supervised exercises to decrease joint
and leg injuries and heart attacks, to which persons 30 years
or older especially are susceptible.
Bowers said that the program, which has involved persons
from 21-60 years old, will help them perform daily tasks with
more ease, be more energetic and have a better outlook.
"The most important thing for an individual (whether in
the class or on his own) who is committed to a lifestyle of
exercise is to be consistent," Bowers said.
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FOREST
FOTST
;ST APARTMENTS
Large, Clean, Comfortable
Apartments
And As A Bonus You Get
Pendleton Realty Service
$225 per person per quarter
(4 person occupancy)

for fall quarter
Pendleton
Realty

Resident
Manager

352-1619

351-2276

The Carnation Room is
for anything from discos to
barmitzvahs.

at the Union Activities
Office, third floor. Union.
The original
ribboncutting ceremony will be reenacted at 2:30 p.m. and
Moore's wife will snip the
ribbon that will mark the
Union's grand opening for
the second time in 20 years.

NEXT TUESDAY, April
11, the area will be devoted
to a day-long birthday
celebration of the Union.
Activities include a breakfast, games and a giant
birthday card for all to sign.
At 8:30 a.m., a public
breakfast in the Pheasant
Room, Union, will launch the
day's festivities. University
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and Bowling Green
Mayor Alvin L Perkins will
attend the event, along with
various University, city and
student leaders. Tickets are
$1.85 and may be purchased

FOLLOWING
THE
ceremony Moore will cut a
large cake in the Union lobby
and slices will be available to
visitors. To go with the
birthday cake, the Falcon's
Nest will offer reduced
prices on soft drinks, coffee
and tea.
After the ribbon and cakecutting ceremonies, 1950's
style games will be held in
the Union oval, weather
permitting. Some of the
games include hula-hooping,
bubble gum blowing and
possibly telephone booth
stuffing.
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• Programming Consultants
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CAN SEE
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• System Design

bright colors will be found
throughout.
"I firmly believe it (the
rec center) will be the finest
in the country, bar none,"
McGuire said, "It's going to
be super-duper."

past year, the Grand
Ballroom has been the
location of Billy Joel, Steve
Martin and Chuck Mangione
concerts.
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We are Interviewing COMPUTER SCIENCE
MAJORS on April 17th and 18th at Career
Planning and Placement Services, 360 Student
Services Building for:

When the rec center is
completed, "it will not look
like an old PE gym,"
McGuire said, explaining
that plants, banners, and

o
o

o
<o

COMPUTER CONSULTING PROFESSIONALS

Sfill accepting applications

RESERVATIONS for the
basketball courts should be
made at least a day in advance, although all other
courts will operate on the
first come, first served
basis, he said.
The center probably will
be open weekdays from 7
a.m. to midnight, 8 a.m. to
midnight Saturday, and 9
a.m. to midnight Sunday.
McGuire
said.
Student
demand ultimately will
decide those hours, he added.

o

Join an Established Fraternity!
riArVWWWWVWWWWSrWVSArWWWt

MCGUIRE ALSO SAID
that women will be encouraged to use the rec
center, adding that the
women's
intramural
program will be housed
there.

Procedures for using the
facilities
are
varied,
McGuire said.

CO

Ui

PIZZA & REFRESHMENTS

That group already has set
policies regarding rec center
usage fees for non-students.

_, KIDS RECORDS SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS SCH

°O

o
RODGERS

The Student Rec Center
Council will decide other rec
center policy.

Happy Birthday Union

Physical fitness program to help shed pounds
By Keith Jameson

3400,000 of equipment for the
rec center.
"We are buying the best
equipment," he said, adding
that the center has a total
equipment
budget
of
3501,000.
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Childhood memories relived in 'giant' fairy tale

'Jack and the Beanstalk' a challenge for director
Preview by
Jim Flick
Remember
snuggling
warmly in your mother's lap
as she read you the story of
"Jack and the Beanstalk?"
University students are
invited to snuggle into Joe E.
Brown Theater today and
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. for the
theater
department's
musical-comedy
presentation of the familiar fairy
tale.

Next week, the show will
play before grade school
children at five area school?.
BUT DIRECTOR Jane
Chapman thinks that it does
not matter if the audience is
University
students
or
children.
"It still has the same
goals. Pure entertainment
with a lot of singing and
dancing," she said, adding
that "Jack and the Beanstalk" presents the same
challenges as her five

"Criminal Justice
in the People's
Republic of China"
Address by
Judge George W. Crockett, Jr.
(Detroit Recorder's Court)
Leader of 1977 delegation
of nationally prominent
Black jurists to China

Alumni Room, Union
Monday April 10, 7:30 p.m.
C.ospnnsors: Asian Routs &
Student Activities

"Cabaret" shows earlier this
year.
"We'll put on the most
professional show possibleno less effort and twice as
much energy," Chapman
said. "Children are the most
honest audience. They'll let
you know if they don't like
it."
SOME CONCESSIONS are
made for the children's
show. That performance
will last only an hour,
without
intermission,

because of th" company's
schedule at the area schools.
The script is an updated
version of the old nursery
tale, in which the giant is not
evil, but a fun-loving, eccentric scientist. A wicked
baron is the dastard in the
revision.
The fairy tale does not
suffer from the changes. In
fact, this script won a
Special Emmy Award from
the Academy of Television
Arts and Si vines for the
1966 CBS network production

starring Joel Gray.
The "Jack" of this
production, however, is
really a "Mary"-senior
Mary E. Johangten.
"We couldn't get a guy to
sing in that range. If we
didn't use Mary, we'd have
had to get a 10-year-old boy
for the part." Chapman
explained.
Mark
H.
Magill.
sophomore, headlines as the
giant. A tall, slender man to

The BG Distributive Education Class
of Bowling Green High School

is sponsoring

begin with, Magill will wear
five-inch platform boots.
Watch him dance. He tangos
and waltzes, and Chapman
said he has not tripped yet.
Senior Brian A. Pavlac,
last seen as part of Mackie's
Gang in fall quarter's
"Three Penny Opera." plays

the villainous baron
KIM KISH, a sophomore
and always an enjoyable
performer, joins the cast in a
minor role,
"Cabaret"
veterans
Melissa Davies and Becki
Walter are cast as the

Golden Harp and Golden
Goose, respectively. Dancing in those costumes
should be challenging.
It is a show straight out of
everyone's childhood. "It's
a fun show and it holds the
audience," Chapman said.

BE A PART OF
THE GOOD TIMES!
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR
GOOD TIMES WEEKEND MAY 18-21
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12th 4:00 PM
LOUNGE ON 2nd FLOOR
STUDENT SERVICES

A CHILI DINNER ALL YOU CAN EAT!

.

(includes chili, milk & desert)

J>

Friday, April 7 5-7 p.m.
BG Junior High School
$2 Adults
$1.50 Children under 12

■""■p
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Join one of the many committees now forming

.-•'

Following the dinner wf be the LLiLLtLtV LLTL1 ILL'
{a talent show by BG High School students)

#.tf*
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in review

From Associated Press wire reports

Refuses io make reporter squeal

Judge recalls tire documents

THE PRAIRIE STATE, owned by Midwest Towing Co., Inc. Minneapolis, passes fisherman just south ol
La Crosse, Wis, The shipping on the Mississippi began in Genoa, Wis. Tuesday just two days earlier than
the record for the latest start. April 6, I960. Heavy ice still Is reported further south near Keokuk, loua.
and Clarvllle, Tenn.

Princess AAargret's relationship
with singer causesnational anger
Princess Margaret, whose lifestyle
has aroused a national furor, will
probably abandon her relationship with
young socialite Roddy IJewellyn in
order to continue her public life, it was
authoritatively reported yesterday.
The report by British Press
Association correspondent Grania
Forbes, who has close contact the the
royal family, came as Prime Minister
James Callaghan and Queen Elizabeth
II prepared to hold their regular weekly
meeting at Windsor Castle, just outside

London,
Observers agreed that Callaghan and
the queen were bound to discuss
Margaret's friendship with the 30-yearold IJewellyn and her alleged inattention to royal duties. The prime
minister's talks with the monarch are
normally kept private, however.
Forbes said the 47-year-old princess
has decided not to withdraw from
public life, as some of her critics have
suggested.
The report quoted close friends of
Margaret and IJewellyn as saying the
decision means the princess will turn
her back on the brewery heir and
aspiring pop singer-at least publicly.
Forbes is the only British reporter
allowed to cover Buckingham Palace
on a daily basis and is frequently a
conduit for news the royal family

f

world

J

wishes to disclose but not officially
announce.
There had been newspaper reports
that Queen Elizabeth II or Prince Philip
had told Margaret to either abandon
IJewellyn or leave public life.
Buckingham Palace had no comment.
The controversy may grow more

heated today, when the Treasury announces an overall increase of just
under 10 percent in the Civil I jst, the
annual allowance granted to the royal
family.
Any increase in Margaret's
allowance-it was $101,750, last year-is
sure to arouse new opposition. But the
allocation of funds among members of
the family may not be decided for
several weeks. The entire familyallowance last year was $5.36 million.

A federal judge yesterday ordered all
documents related to a disputed
government survey on radial tire
defects, recently leaked to the news
media, to be turned over to the Justice
Department for safekeeping.
U.S. district Court Judge John M.
Manos said the documents of an agency
of the Department of Transportation
(DOTl would remain sequestered until
he is satisfied the DOT is conducting a
vigorous investigation to determine the
source of the leak.
But Manos yesterday refused to order
a journalist to disclose his source of the
survey findings, at least until all other
avenues of investigation are exhausted.
last month, at the request of the
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Manos
issued a temporary order barring
disclosure of the findings of a survey of
87,153 owners of new cars equipped with
radial tires.
Firestone, the nation's second largest
tiremaker, seeks to permanently suppress the findings, contending that the
survey is invalid and damaging to its
business.
Manos' order on the survey
documents came at the conclusion of
the first round of testimony in a hearing
to determine whether Transportation
Secretary Brock Adams and two top
aides should be held in contempt of
court for the release of the data.
Manos has yet to rule on the civil
charges, and has already said in court
that he will pursue criminal contempt
action when he finds out who is
responsible for releasing the information.
The report leaked to reporters last

Lawmaker confesses homosexual acts
Rep. Frederick Richmond (D-N.Y.) confessed to his constituents but pleaded innocent in the
courtroom yesterday to having
solicited sex from two young men at his
capital home.
After sending Brooklyn voters a
letter in which he said, "I prayerfully
ask for your compassion and understanding" of his homosexual
overtures. Richmond stood mute as he
was formally charged in city court.
The
arraignment,
on
a
misdemeanor count of sex solicitation,
took a scant two minutes after Richmond's attorneys had arranged with
prosecutors to have the two-term
congressman enrolled in a program for

nation
first offenders.
The charge is punishable by up to 90
days in jail and a $250 fine.
Superior Judge Dyer Justice Taylor
set May 5 as the date for a non-jury
trial, as requested In Richmond's
counsel. However, it is unlikely under
the first offender system that the case
will be prosecuted, provided that Richmond lives up to his attorney's promise
that he will "continue professional
treatment" between now and the trial
date.
Despite the entry of the innocent

plea, a technical necessity for the
leniency program, the congressman
publicly admitted the veracity of the
government's case in his letter to
constituents.
In his "Dear Neighbors" letter.
Richmond said that "during various
periods of personal stress, I made bad
judgments involving my personal life."

SPRING PARTY

Open 10-6 M,W,F,SAT

10-4 T&Th.

Call 352-1195 AND RESERVE YOUR
APARTMENTNOW

Thurs., April 13 7:30
£ Ice Arena Lounqe

• IL

Striking reachers face
contempt of court charge
leaders of a teachers strike in
Brunswick faced contempt of court
charges for refusing to return to the
classrooms yesterday. And classes
were disrupted by striking non-certified
employees and supportive teachers in
Richmond Heights for the second day.
Meanwhile, two other northeastern
Ohio school districts faced employee
strike deadlines.
Teachers and non-certified employees of the 6,300-pupil Ashtabula city
schools threatened to strike today if
their deadline of midnight yesterday
passed without a settlement. The
dispute surrounds pay for the 280
educators and 151 nonacademic employees.
Toledo school officials faced a Sunday midnight deadline for settling their
dispute with the system's 2.400 teachers
and 1,400 non-academic employees.
Employee and board representatives
met yesterday with a mediator, a board
spokeswoman said.
Kathleen Becks, a spokeswoman for
the Brunswick Education Association
iBEAl, said 54 teacher leaders

received summons Wednesday night
ordering them to appear tomorrow
before Medina County Common Pleas
Court Judge Neil W. Whitfield on
contempt charges.
The judge had ordered educators
back to their classrooms Tuesday, but
most of the system's 342 teachers
ignored him.
Representatives of the BEA and the
school board met Wednesday and
yesterday with federal mediators in
Cleveland.
Teachers in the 8,500-pupil Brunswick
schools had been working without a
contract since September. Becks said
only about 134 students reported for
classes yesterday.
The BEA had endorced an impasse
panel recommendation that teachers'
pay be raised from a base of $9,050
yearly to $9,502, retroactive to last
September. An additional raise to $9.9:10
would come next fall.
The school board offered a raise to
$9,684 retroactive to Jan. 1, with
another raise to come next January.

the other

presents
with

SKI CLUB

1,2 Bedrooms and Efficiencies
Furnished and Unfurnished
Gas, Electric, Water, Trash Removal by owner

week said that car owners had more
complaints about Firestone Steel
Belted Radial 500 tires than any radial
tire made by the five other major
tiremakers.
Survey questionnaires were sent to
owners of all brands, but about half
went to owners of cars equipped with
Firestone tires.
The survey has been criticized for
lacking statistical validity and for
encouraging complaints from consumers.
The survey was conducted by the
Office of Defects Investigation of the

A&M
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GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOIJ50N ROAD
Now leasing for Summer and Fall

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
Jacques Neher, managing editor of
the Rubber & Plastics News, testified
that he received the survey findings
last Thursday from Jake Kelderman, a
Washington correspondent for Crain
Communications Inc., which owns the
Akron-based
biweekly
trade
publication.
Neher said Kelderman asked him to
protect the identity of the person who
supplied the information.
At that time, Manos said from the
bench that if information is available
elsewhere about the leak, an effort
should be made to pursue those leads.
Until those efforts failed, he said, the
court would not consider whether to
force Neher to disclose his source.

E. WOOSTER
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across from Harshman

•«.*** Beer, Prizes, Sound System
Elections
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GET HIGH ON LOCO WEED!
Weds., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
AT THE

...NOW ONLY

...NOW ONLY

$4_99

$4. 99
HEAD EAST

FOX'S DEN
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WEEKLY SPECIALS: Monday - Quarter Night;
Tuesday - Lite Night

2 for 1

STADIUM PLAZA
«A»A*AA*A^^A^^
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University Union
Birthday Celebration*
April 11

Many University and Community leaders will be present.

a

2 p.m. - Ribbon cutting in front of Union
Immediately following - cake cutting and serving
50's Contests will be held in Union Oval at 2:30

$499

$5. 99

* *.

8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. - Breakfast with
Dr. Moore and BG Mayor Alvin Perkins
Cost is $1.85 per person Tickets available in UAO Office.

...NOW ONLY

...NOW ONLY

ALPERT/MASEKELA

CHUCK MANGMNE

GRAND OPENING SALE!!
FROM YOUR RECORD
AND TAPE HEADQUARTERS
"TOMORROW'S MUSIC AT YESTERDAY'S PRICES"

OPEN til MIDNIGHT TONIGHT
WITH

WKIQ

BROADCASTING LIVE FROM
THE OTHER FINDERS
E. WOOSTER
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In a drill of putting out a
propane gas tank fire, fhe
two men in front or* being
cooled by spray from the men
in back.

Fire drill
It was a fire drill, but on a grander scale.
About 20 firefighters, from nine northwestern Ohio fire
departments, participated Wednesday in a training exercise
designed to battle propane fires on a training site at the intersection of East Poe Road and Thurstin Avenue.
While battling the propane tank fire, the chief supervising
the training exercise heated the outside of the tank until the
immense heat forced a safety valve to let go.
AT THAT POINT, a huge torch from the tank lit up thesky.
Fire-fighters then moved closer with their hoses, coating
the tank with cold water, until the heat outside the tank
lowered the tank's temperature and the safety valve resealed
itself.
The drill was one of the last exercises in a 200-hour
required course for first-year firefighters. A similar 36-hour
refresher course is held yearly for all others.
"YOU WOULDN'T believe how damn dangerous the stuff
(propane) can be," Bob Bacon, Sylvania Township
firefighter said. "If no lives are in danger, you may just let it
burn."
The training exercises are beneficial to the fire fighter's
education, Bacon explained.
"You practice all the things you would normally have to
do in a real fire," he said, adding that when the fire alarm
goes off, most firefighters lose 80 percent of their efficiency
because of the event's excitement and drama. Through
practice, that amount can be minimized, he said.
Ron Sloughferbecfc, a fulltime fireman on fhe Sylvania
Township fire department
waits for another drill on the
burning free.

The fire scorches a 20-foot
radius around fhe burning
propane gas free before fhe
firemen, hunkered down to
escape the heaf, can douse
if.

Newsphotos By Greg Smestad

Merritt Smith, fire Chief of
the
Bryan,
Ohio fire
Department,
shows the
firemewn the width of spray
needed to extinguish a
roaring fire [above]. Chief
Smith makes a point as water
runs from his sleeve [right].
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High Anxiety'predictable
By Marc Holland
Entertainment Editor

Having laid waste to the most time-honored conventions of
the western, horror and silent film genres, Mel Brooks turns
his irreverent comic eye toward the suspense film in "High
Anxiety," now showing at the Stadium Cinema.
The result is a funny, but rather predictable, film that
registers slightly fewer laughs than Brooks' recent comedy
masterpieces, "Blazing Saddles," "Young Frankenstein,"
and Silent Movie."
Filmgoers who have seen any of these films, or the
suspense films that Brooks parodies in "High Anxiety," will
see the gags coming. It is a tribute to Brooks' cinematic
execution that most of them work anyway.
Brooks produced, directed and coauthored "High
Anxiety," wrote the music and lyrics of the title song, and
stars as psychiatrist Richard H. Thorndyke.
Thorndyke, whose intense fear of heights gives the film its
name, assumes leadership of the Psycho-Neurotic Institute
for the Very, Very Nervous, quickly stumbles upon
mysterious activities and coincidences, and the chase is on.
THORNDYKE'S ATTEMPTS to unravel the mysteries of
the institute and save his own skin provide Brooks with

ample opportunity to indulge in two passionate comic Interests-old movies and toilet Jokes.
One particular scene fulfills both of these familiar Brooks
themes. Thorndyke, running from the bad guys and the
police, seeks refuge in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park.
There he is attacked, not quite in the manner of Alfred Hitchcock's "The Birds," by an ill-mannered but uncannily
accurate swarm of pigeons.
References to such suspense classics as "Vertigo,"
"Psycho," "Blow Up" and "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" abound. "Vertigo" and "Psycho," like "The Birds,"
are of course, the work of Hitchock, to whom "High Anxiety"
is dedicated.
BROOKS' CO-STARS mostly are returnees from Brooks'
previous films, doing thinly-disguised extensions of their
earlier characters. Only Cloris I^achman and Harvey
Korman, as the chief baddies, stand out.
Brooks' use of John Morris' straightforward dramatic
musical score for comic purposes provides the most original
and unexpected gags. The characters often hear the music,
and having presumably seen a few suspense films themselves, are thus forewarned that something's up!

History told in 'President's Men'
Preview by
Mary Beth Beazley

a
•it
a*

What two famous political
reporters do young Journalists idolize? Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, of
course.
And what movie has Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO) so fittingly chosen to
round off Journalism Week?
No less than "All the
President's
Men,"
the
thrilling story of the
Washington Post's discovery
of corruption in the Nixon

Administration.
The movie will be shown
today and tomorrow in the
Main Auditorium. Admission
isfl for students.
EVEN IF you have not
read the book, the film is
exciting to watch because it
is contemporary history. It is
fun to match memory with
fact as the plot progresses
from the Watergate break-in
to
President
Nixon's
resignation.
Time that might be spent
on
deeper
character

development is, instead,
centered on the Watergate
story, as Woodward and
Bernstein piece together the
puzzle from carefully chosen
Information.
The film stars are Robert
Redford, Dustin Hoffman
and Jason Robards, but
some key political figures
make "cameo" appearances
in many authentic film clips.
IT'S

ABSOLUTELY

chilling to watch Nixon take

his second oath of office in
the midst of the scandal, as
he promises to "preserve,
protect and defend the
Constitution of the United
States."
Presidential
Press
Secretary Ronald Zeigler
vehemently denies H. R.
Haldeman's involvement in
the affair, in one of the most
crucial moments in the film.
And that is one of the best
things about "all the
President's Men." It does
have crucial moments.
Pakula and screenwriter

MEL BROOKS, as psychiatrist Richard H. Thorndyke, is attacked by a swarm of
pigeon in this scene from "High Anxiety," now showing at the Stadium Cinema in
Bowling Green.
William Goldman have
managed to keep the
suspense alive, even though
this a detective story most
Americans know by heart.
FEEL THE THRILL of the
chase as Woodward and
Bernstein track down each
clue, become frustrated with
frightened sources and
agonize about many setbacks.

6th ANNUAL
WOOD COUNTY CYCLETHON
sponsored by: Wood County Easter Seal Soctet)
and
American Youth Hostels
Date: Saturday. April 22 from 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
(Riiindate): Sunday, April 23 from 1 pm. - b p in
courses in: Cygnet. Perrysburg, Rossford. BGSU. Bowling Green. North
Baltimore. Bradner. Pemberville. Weston, Elmwood. Bloomdale,
Tontogany.
Riders compete with self to generate enough money to win sue h prizes
as: 10-speed bikes, cameras, sleeping bags, pocket calculators, i \ '»,
cassette players, and so on.
All riders earning S3 and over get a cyclethon patch
All riders generating S50 and over get a t erhfit -i i * -

THE MEMBERS OF THE
RESIDENCE LIFE ASSOCIATION
wish to congratulate our
for their fine

Regional Convention
Association

representatives

performance at the

of College

of the National

For information
Call: 352-1252

Residence Halls.

352-8861
352-1735

Ric Weibl, Nadine Burich
& Mark Kretovics

Proceeds go to the Faster Seal Society and American Youth I lostels.
Sponsor sheets now available on campus and at merchants, in banks
Deliver SS to all and any branches of these banks after you've collected
for the miles you've ridden: Huntington. Mid-Am. Northwest Ohio Bank
of Wood County.
Thank You!

• BEST REGIONAL DISPLAY*
o special

and
Congrats on

Associate Regional

Ric's

Director

election as
of NACURH

the other

Cancer is
often
curable.
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^ WARNER BROS. ^
DAN HICKS

...NOW ONLY

It Happened One Bit*
Includes Ctumn PmyDoo* WMm

^&**«

DAN HICKS

Karla Bonoffs
voice is the
instrument
her songs were
written for.

If you're afraid of
cancer you're not alone
But some people are so afraid
that they won't jo to the
doctor when they suspect
something's wrong
They're afraid the
doctor might "find some
thing" This kind of fear can
prevent them from discover
ing cancer in the early stages
when it is most often curable
These people run the
risk of letting cancer scare
them to death

u
American Cancer
Society

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-IO p.m.
1-800-438-8039

...NOW ONLY

$4."

MANFRED MANNS
EARTH BAND

watch

... NOW ONLY

Includes Curies CaWorma
Chicago Institute Martha t Madman

$4,"

MANFRED MANN

EMMYLOU HARRIS
Quarter Moon
in a Ten Cent Town

..NOW ONLY

Includes Two More Bottles of Wine
l.isylromNowOn K> Daddy

$5. 99
DOUBLE LP

EMMYLOU HARRIS

RUHES

PLUS THOUSANDS MORE AT LOW...LOW PRICES
FROM OUR
You ve heard Karla Bonoh* s 'ongs before Lose Again
Someone to Lay Down Beside f .e: and it He's Ever Near
highlighted Lmda Ronstadt s last album Hasten Down
the Wind' Home closes Bonnie Raitt's newest album
These lour songs, along with su previously unrecorded compositions, appear on her first Columbia
album. Karla BonorT
Crawdaddy raved. "Her songs Uave the timeless
feel ol classics! while Playboy called them, sensitive,
moving and elegant'

Karla Bono ft
■ MlinrMCmii

E veryone agrees that Karla writes wonderful songs
Her voice is the instrument her songs were writ ten for
"KarlaBonoff."On Columbia Hi>.«nN and Tap**-.
"•npucv!!,» Kfiny (Awards

'Available at your Favorite Record Store'

GRAND OPENING SALE!!
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT TONIGHT.
With

WKIQ

BROADCASTING

LIVE
from
the other
E. WOOSTER
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Campus Calendar

Final Day!

Campus Calendar Is a daily listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free
and open to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News office. 10* University Hall.
372 2003. There is no charge for submitting listings to the
section.
FRIDAY
Meetings
"Newspaper Graphics: What's Coming Next" Journalism
Week event 10 am., Capital Room, Union.
Photography Speakers' luncheon-Journalism Week event 12:30p.m., Alumni Room, Union.,
Ko Suteml Doio Karate 3-5p.m., 201 Hayes.
"My Life as a TV Cameraman" Journalism Week event 3:30
p.m.. Capital Room, Union.
Journalism Week event ; p.m.. Alumni Center. Informal
discussion with professionals.

materials.
. . .
Sign Language Class 10 a.m., 1124 E. Wooster, University
Lutheran Chapel.
Entertainment
'
Open Swim-1-3 p.m., Natatorlum. Adults 35 cents. 10 cents to
rent suit.
"Jack and the Beanstalk" -2 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall. Admission SOcents.
"Cheapskate" 3:45 p.m.. Ice Arena. Admission 58 cents.
student Swim -3-5 p.m.. Natatorlum. 25 cents, 10 cents suit
rental.
UAO Campus Movie- 7:30. 10:15 p.m.. Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Admission SI with BGSU 10. "All the
President's Men."
Public Skatlng-8-10 p.m., Ice Arena. Admissions! with BGSU
ID. Skate rental 50 cents.
UAO Disco 9pm 1 am .Carnation Room, Union. Admission
SOcents.
SUNDAY

Entertainment
Faculty Swim 12:30 1 30 pm.. Natatorlum.
"Cheap Skate"--1 3 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission 50 cents.
UAO Happy Hours 2:30 5:30 p.m., Falcon's Nest, Union.
"Jack in the Bean Stalk"- 7 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall. Admission SOcents.
UAO Campus Movie 7:30, 10:15 p.m.. Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Admission SI with BGSU ID. "All the
President's Men."
Public Skating -I 10 p.m.. Ice Arena. Admission SI with BGSU
ID. Skate rental 50 cents.
SATURDAY
Meetings
"Editorial Cartooning: How I Do It"- Journalism Week event
-1 p.m., 200Moseley.
"The Media and Business: Friends or Foes?"--4:45 p.m., 200
Moseley.
"The Media and the New Technology" Journalism Week
event 6p.m , 200 Moseley.
Lectures and Classes
Open Manufacturing Lab 9 a.m. 1 p.m., 124 Technology. 75
cents with BGSU ID. Must supply eye protection and

Meetings
The Way: Campus Outreach Christian Fellowship-11 a.m.,
8317th Street. Apt, 11
Ko Sutemi Dofo Karate -5 7 p.m., 201 Hayes.
Unity workship servlce--6:30 pm., Prout Chapel. Speaker:
W.U. Spencer.
Omega Phi Alpha, national service sorority 6 p.m.. Alumni
Room, Union. Information night.
Finn-Falcon Scuba Club-8 p.m., Natatorlum.
Sailing Club--8 p.m., 224Math Science.
Entertainment
Student Swim -14 p.m., Natatorlum. Admission 25 cents, 10
suit rental.
Duplicate Bridge Match -1:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
Admission 50 cents for students, 75 cents for non-students.
Public Skating 3:30-5:30 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission SI with
BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 cents.
Open Swim-4-5 p.m., Natatorium. Adults 35 cents, 10 cent suit
rental.
Sunday Night Movies- 7 p.m., Gish Film Theater. "Tamingof
the Shrew."
Public Skating -810 p.m.. Ice Arena. AdmlsslonSl with BGSU
ID. Skate rental 50 cents.
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$5995
Classifieds

"Save up to $25.50"
LOST*. FOUND
Glasses found on Williams St.
Call 352 8676 after 7.
Found German 5 ft. bike cable
8. lock, stainless steel case
hardened lock, Abus. SE
corner of MacDonald. 2-2251
12:30,2:00 2:30,3:30 4:00.

Men's traditional Siladium® rings
and selected women's fashion rings
are an unusual buy at $59.95.
Today is your last chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale.

"VIKK^IRVED

REPRESENTATIVE

has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

DATE
FRI APRIL 7

TIME
10 AM TO 4 PM

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

Sandy ft John - congratulations
on your engagement ft the best
of luck to two wonderful
friends. Amy ft Bud.
Pliia. hotdogs. refreshments
ft entertainment1. Join an
established fraternity with
many benefits! Phi Kappa Tau
rush dates remaining: April
10th, 12th. 17th
7 309:30.
Friendship ft Brotherhood Is
the only way!

University
Bookstore

Sigma Tau Delta meeting
Sunday, April 9, 7:00 p.m. 302
Math Science.
Sigma Tau Delta members:
Check the bulletin board on
2nd floor Univ. Hall for latest
information.
The women of Delta Gamma
Invite all Interested women to
a 1950's Rush Party. Friday,
April 7th Irom 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Come dressed in your best 50's
clothes and be ready for a
super tlmel
Locker Room Sporting Goods
; the one stop for all your
sporting goods. For your
lewelry and gifts see Vatan's.
AquaHuts20 percent off super
sale on mask, fins ft snorkels
runs until April 15. so hurry on
over 101 IS. Main.
SigEp is the place. Friday will

Student Services Building
- •,. *
i

• •

SERVICES OFFERED
Professional typing. 13 yrs.
experience. 320 Ridge St. 3521335.
NEED A SOUND SYSTEM for
your party or live group
amplification? Echo Enterprise can help you. Largest
sound system on campus.
Reasonable rates. Call John at
372 3341.
W 8. T SOUND will furnish
music for all size ft type
parties at reasonable rates.
Call now. 372-3270or 372 3284.
Pregnancy Aid &
Understanding. EMPA. Emotional
Material 8. Pregnancy Aid.
372 5776 8. 352 9393.
DIRTY CITY SOUND is accepting dates for
Spring
Quarter. If you need tunes
please ph. Maury, 352-2494.
Professional Sound Systems.
The Music Machine offers
Sound for All Sorts of Parties.
Call Dave Brown at 352 2900.
EXPERT TYPIST needed
Immediately to type dlsser
tation In Spanish from typed
test. Knowledge of Spanish
desirable. Call collect 14474297.
'
PERSONALS

•

■

-

rate. To be the best 50's
Goldenheart party we've yet to
face. Get ready Goldenhearts.
Love the Brothers.
Europe less than v» economy
fare guaranteed reservations.
Call toll free 800-325 4867 or see
your travel agent. Unl Travel
Center.

kitchen help at BG Manor, 1021
W. Poe Rd. BG. An equal
opportunity employer.
How would you like a summer
internship selling RESORT
PROPERTY?
For further
Information call Rick 3521286
(college credit given)
MURRAY HOTEL MACINAC
FREE for the asking Vi gal. of
ISLAND. MICHIGAN needs
Pepsi in a resealable bottle when summer cooks, bartenders,
you purchase any 16 Inch pizza
maintenance
man,
piano
from Plsanellos Pizza, 352player ft personnel for rotation
5166. Please ask for your free
between
food
service,
pop when ordering.
waltressing ft housekeeping.
Congratulations Lee ft Meagan
Send complete resume, work
on your Mortar Board selecexperience,,
recent
photo,
tions. Love, Your Gamma Phi
social security number, first ft
Sisters.
last day available to work to:
3949 Penberton, Ann Arbor,
CONGRATULATIONS RON1
Mich. 48105.
Welcome to the VAROAS
CLAN Love. Bobbi ft Chelie.
JOBS ABOARD TOWBOATS,
P.S. We miss you all.
U.S. Rivers, Good pay! No
experience! Men-Women 84.00
Best of luck to Linda Ice in the
Waterway, Box 23915 E. St.
Miss Toledo Pagent. Love the
Louis, Mo. 63119.
little Taus.
FOR SALE
A special congratulations to
Sandy
ft
John on their
Ramada 1972 Mobile home,
engagement. What an exciting
furniture stays, good cond.,
surprise ft a long-awaited one
shed stays, pull out In living
at that! Love, The Alpha Phi's.
room, $5,800 or best offer.
Lawndale
Plaza.
Lot
4,
Congratulations to "Tooter" ft
Weslon, Oh. Ph. 669-8541.
Bill on their Alpha Phi Beta
lavallerlng! What a way to
FREE Siamese kitten 7 weeks
start Spring Quarter! Love,
old. Call 372 1619.
The Alpha Phi's.
Mazda RX 4 wagon, 1975. AM
WANTED
FM,
4 speed.
Air,
undercoating,
excell.
cond.
M. rmmte. Immed., Spr. ©Jr.,
82,950 Ph 846 1789 or 352-8880.
S82.50 plus elec. See John
Archer. Thurstln Manor. Apt.
FREE - } mo. old German
IIP after 5pm.
Shepherd. Good watch dog ft 6
mo. old white Cockapoo. Both
I F. heeded for 4 person apt.
are house broken ft needs good
for next year. 2-3077.
home badly. 257 2188 or 257
1 P. rmmte. for Campus
3681.
Manor apts. for spr. qtr. only.
'68 Cadillac Fleetwood. AM
Call 352-5796.
FM stereo radio. All power,
1 M. rmmte. spr. qtr. 180 a
Air, runs good. Minor dent on
mon.. all utll. pd. 352-9383 after
right rear fender. 8700 or best
10p.m.
Offer. 257 2188 or 257 3681.
F. rmmte needed: S75 a mon.
Late '75 model Honda Civic.
ft elec. Forrest Apts. 352 7176.
CVCC automatic hatchback.
1 M. rmmte. for 2 qtr. lease.
23,000 ml. 82,795.352-3273.
Fall ft Winter qtrs. 841 Luther
1945 Mercedes Benz 190C, 4
Apts. 352 4846.
door sedan, AAA-FM, radials.
HELPWANTED
SI.200352 0100.
Summer help needed
at
1972 Chev. Impale Sportcoupe.
Mystery Hill ft Prehistoric
Good cond. PS, PB, automatic,
Forest, Merblehead, Oh. Call
air, blue with vinyl top, very
732 3439 ft arrange for Ingood tires, 1 owner. A good
terview.
commuter
car.
257-2210
House boy needed for 78-79
anytime.
year. Call the Alpha Phi house.
Schwinn 10 speed, women's
372-2589 for information.
bike in very good condition.
Work outdoors this summer in
Call 372 5479.
BG. Men ft Women needed for
1*71 Dedge Tradesman. 6 cyf.
summer assistance with feed
automatic. 4 now tires, new
corn research. Work Includes
alternator, partially Insulated,
taking field notes, making
custom windows ft captain
pollinations. Some weekends.
chairs. Good MPO. Best offer
82.90 an hour. For more Inover »i,800.oo Call 352-5157 ask
formation call or write: Dr.
far Michael.
Steve Schultz. Pioneer Hi Bred
'73 VW super beetle, very good
International, Box 156, Tlpton,
condition ,81750 352 7842.
Indiana 46072 or ph. 1 317 675
4751.
Must sell 1972 Pinto Runabout.
Applications are now being
accepted for maintenance ft

Good condition. $650 or best
offer. 655 2552, after 4.-30 p.m.

Scuba gear. Nylon II suits,
men's large ft women's med.,
alum.
tanks.
regulators,
everything. 352-5343 eves.
Panasonic
6-track
stereo
receiver with speakers. Call
352-9229 after 6 p.m.
1968 Javelin, 8300, body fair,
new muffler,
good
tires,
recently tuned. Call 352 2058.
1977 Pontlac Grand Prix,
loaded. Call after 6. 352-0879.
FOR RENT
Summer Rentals -525 E. Merry
ST. 2 bedrm. apts. 84S0 qtr.
plus elec. furnished. 824 Sixth
St., f bedrm. apts. 8350 qtr plus
elec. furnished Call Newlove
Realty 352 5163
Rm avail, in modern ranch
style home. Fm„ kit. prlv.
avail. June 1. Ph. 352 6814 after
5 30 p.m or 352-5689.
Houses, 2 bedrm apts ft single
rooms for Summer rental, ph.
352 7365.
Need mature rmmte (M or F)
to share ig. house with 2
others. SIOS a mo. 3526659
eves.
House to sublet for summer.
Air ft laundry facilities- excell.
location. '21 N. Prospect. 352
6464.
Mid Am Manor now leasing
unfurn. apts. for summer -ft
fall. All utll. nd. except ele.
Call 352 4380. between lft 5.
Farmhouse 10 min. S. of BG
Avail. May 1 - Sept 1. 175 a
month plus uttl. 3 or 4 bedrms.
686 2133 or 352 2315.
Avail. Sept. Quality 1 bedrm,
turn. apt. complete kitchen
facll., privateent., 3 biks from
Univ. 3 blks. from dntn. Prefer
grad. or serious student. Ph.
686 3323after 6p.m.
Thurstln Manor apts. Air
conditioned, fully carpeted,
cable TV. laundry facilities,
efficiencies. Now leasing for
summer ft fall. 451 Thurstln St.
352-543S.
Quality 1 bedrm. furn.. apt.
avail NOW-Aug 30. 3rms. plus
bath, complete kitchen facll..
private ent., AC. quiet atmos ,
Call686 3323after 6p.m.
Apt. to sublet until June 15,
turn., or unfurn., 8165 a mo. 1
bedrm. 352 6152 after S.
Enjoy
summer
living at
Rockledge Manor. 850 6th St.,
S. College. Lg 1100 Sq. ft..
luxury 2 bedrm., 2 full baths.
AC, furn., apts., cable vision,
dishwasher ft lots of closets.
Special
reduced
summer
rates. Resident manager Apt.
2.352-384).
We need waitresses, waiters,
pizza makers ft delivery
people. Apply between4*p.m.
M-Frl at 440 E. Court.
Pagliai's East.
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Carew deserves more than Twins can offer
It isn't clear whether Hod. Carew, the supreme batsman of
the Minnesota Twins, earns $200,000 a year, or $250,000 a
year, or something in between.
But it seems to be established he no longer is happy with
his remuneration, explaining his announcement that he will
be leaving when the contract expires.
The case of Carew raises an interesting point in sports.
Should an outstanding performer accept less than what is
standard merely because he plays for a franchise that isn't
doing especially well?
Or should he take the position that one's life in sports is
relatively short and that the financial status of the club
doesn't involve him inasmuch as he wouldn't be invited to

share in profits if the club hit it big?
As you doubtlessly know, Carew hit .388 last year. And it

Melvin
Durslag
generally is felt that if a contemporary player is to bat 400 it
hasn't been done since 1941-Carew wil be the principal.
Pitchers today appraise Rod as the closest thing to a

Morgan paces Reds win
CINCINNATI (AP)-So much for Joe Morgan's dismal
spring.
"Everything just fell in place," said Cincinnati's bantamsized slugger after driving in five runs to power the Reds to
an 11-9 victory over the Houston Astros in Thursday's
National League opener.
Shrugging off a horrendous 3-for-35 spring training start,
Morgan found his old form during batting practice prior to
the rain-plagued opener.
"I only took 10 swings, but I knew it was there," said
Morgan, who was the National league's Most Valuable
Player in 1975 and 1976 when the Reds won consecutive world
championships.
HE SLAMMED A first inning solo homer off losing pitcher
J.R. Richard, then ignited a five-run fifth inning rally with
his first two-run double of the day.
"I did a lot of things correct today," said Morgan, who is
eight shy of 200 career homers, but has never had one on
opening day.

"I told Tom Seaver last night that I was going to hit one,"
exulted Morgan.
The Astros got the triple play in the seventh inning when
Dan Driessen struck out as Morgan and George Potter were
attempting to execute a double steal from third and first.
Both were cut down.
MURRAY, A MAJOR disappointment a year ago in the
Tony Perez trade, shackled the Astros with three Strong
shutout innings before tirinp in the ninth.
"I owe them a year," said the tall Texan, who was battered for 19 borne runs last year while compiling ;i bli
4.94 earned run average.
The game, which included three rain delays totaling 1
hour, 42 minutes, was highlighted by a rare triple-play in the
seventh inning when a double steal by Cincinnati backfired
after Dan Driessen struck out and both runnel I Ma gun Bt
third and George Foster at first-were caught trying to advance.

flawless hitter.
"He doesn't have one weakness that's evident," Nolan
Ryan confided last year. "When he finds himself troubled
with a certain kind of pitch, he will make quick adjustments.
I don't try to outfox him anymore. I just throw hard stuff, as
close to the outside corner as possible."
For nine straight years, Carew has hit more than .300.
Certain years, in fact, he has gone .366, .364, .359, .350, .332,
.331.
And, of course, when he rises to .388 last season, how do
you place a value on such a property when Reggie Jackson is
earning maybe $600,000, Mike Schmidt maybe $500,000, Joe
Morgan, $450,000, Steve Garvey $300,000, and so forth.
In the craziness that has developed with free agentry,
relief pitchers who are nondescripts are hauling away more
than Carew.
So what thoughts visit Rod, encamped at Minnesota,
accepting sums dramatically smaller because ownership
explains business isn't bustling?
Should he offer a sympathetic hand, or should he point out
tii.it everyone has his own troubles?
Failing to number among the 30 best-paid players in
baseball, Carew for a long spell expressed no grievances, not
even complaining that he plays in an area where fringe

monies are thin, too.
"There are two ways to look at things," Rod told us last
year. I probably could earn more in New York or Los
Angeles, But all the distractions from being in the limelight
in those places could hurt me as a player, too. I live quietly in
a peaceful section of Minnesota. Catfish Hunter once said
that was my secret weapon. Maybe he's right."
But while Catfish was dispensing this wisdom, he was
collecting big in New York, and, apparently, Carew is

READ THE NEWS

determined to collect somewhere, too.
Whatever grief ownership is experiencing in professional
sports today it has brought upon itself, although, regrettably,
it has brought even more grief on the consumer.
Owners began by fighting unionization of professional
athletes. When the players finally got organized and asked
for reasonable freedoms, the owners resisted, some braying,
with a twinge of contempt:
"No one is going to tell me how to run my business."
So the players didn't tell them. Instead, they got the
courts to tell them. And what has resulted is infinitely
rougher on the owners than the original freedoms that were
requested.
Then once it was established that athletes could sell their
services in the free market, the owners botched that, too.
Seeking an edge on their neighbors, groping madly forthe
power attendant to fielding a winner, some began running up
the price. They came up with deferred payments, with insurance policies, with bonus clauses and God knows what
other inducements to steal talent.
And, to guard their flanks, competitors kept pace, or even
went higher.
Whose idea was this'1 The public didn't demand it. Nocry
was heard in the press for it. Nor did an order come from city
hall.
Naturally, the consumer now is being asked to pay for it,
but he would like to know why, inasmuch as this wasn't his
inspiration. Starting out to commit suicide, the owners,
instead, have pushed their fans off the bridge.
Giving this lunatic scene careful thought, Carew apparently has concluded it's even man for himself. Thus, he
serves notice that Minnesota must pay, or look for another
.388 hitter.
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Sports
Have to overcome w*a*her first

Back into action
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor

Newsphotoby Karen Borchers

SWING AND A MISS-Falcon Jeff Groth faUs to connect on this pitch In last
season's action against Eastern Michigan. The Falcons will host Michigan
today and travel to Ann Arbor if weather permits.

Women netters begin season
By Pat Hyland
Staff Reporter
A common phrase among athletes and coaches
is "Watt until next year!"
But for BG't women's tennis team and their
coach Joan Weston, the belief is their year has
arrived.
Returning an almost identical roster as last
year's state runncrs-up, coach Weston sees her
1978 squad as a "very stong team.
"The strength of this team lies in its depth,"
says Weston. "There's no big dropoff in talent
from one position to the next."
THE TEAM looks solid with only one player
gone from last year. She is Patty Pilz who, according to Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women IAIAW) rules, is ineligible after
completing her fourth year of tennis last season.
Returning with letters from last season are

seniors Mary Lou Kurz and Leslie Rogers; juniors
Barb Swick, Karen Driftmyer, Robin Ziska and
Carol Rantala and sophomore Martha Chicles.
Looking ahead to the upcoming season, Weston
points to matches at Eastern Michigan, Miami
and Central Michigan as the toughest on this
year's schedule.
IT WAS CENTRAL and Miami that handed the
Falcons their only two losses of the '77 campaign.
Weston does not feel that playing these games
away will intimidate her squad.
"Most of the courts are generally the same,"
assesses Weston.
The season opens at 4 p.m. this afternoon in
Toledo against the Rockets, and Weston says she
believes her forces are ready. She cited the winter
quarter conditioning program as being a key in
getting the girls prepared for the opening matches.
"THEY HAD tryouts in the fall and have been on

a weight training and running program during the
winter," says Weston. "They'll be ready."
Although she would not predict the outcome in
Toledo, Weston did say that she was "confident
that the kids will play well against them."
The 1978 lineup features Mary Lou Kurz at the
number one singles spot, with Swick, Driftmyer,
Chicles, Ziska and Rogers vying for the remaining
five positions.
IN DOUBLES action, Kurz will team up with
Chicles to try to improve on last season's second
place state finish at the number one doubles
position.
The other two doubles teams, according to
Weston, are still up for grabs. She says she is
presently leaning towards Ziska and Rantala in
the number two position and Swick and Driftmyer
as the third position team.
The netters are optimistic for both a successful
regular season and a state championship which
will be held here at the University in May.

By Tom Baumann
The Bowling Green women's lacrosse team opens
their season tomorrow against arch-rival Wooster
with a slightly different look.
Mickey Cochrane, who retired as the men's
coach two years ago. will be at the helm this
season for the lady laxers.
it's nice to be back coaching the game,"
Cochrane said. "They asked me last year if I
would do it this season, and I said I'd be glad to.
It's nice to know that your talents are needed
sometimes."
The Falcons will have some problems as far as
depth is concerned, with only six players returning
from last year's team.
CONCENTRATING ON DEFENSE, the Falcons
are anchored by goalie Linda Dey. With inside
practice beginning in January, the goaltending

situation is doing very well, with necessary time
being spent in preparation for the season.
"I think the background with the men's team
help in the preparation for the season. Coaching
the goaltenders are really quite similar in the two
different programs."
Returning on defense are Cathy Rinnert at point
defense and Mary George at cover point defense.
However, at the third defensive position, the
Falcons will have to rely on the efforts of a
newcomer, either Sue Rossman or Terrie Verble.
"We'll start out concentrating on our defense,
but gradually be putting more emphasis on the
offense, so we can play well at both ends,"
Cochrane said. "We want to have a balanced
team, which you have to do to win."
The Falcons were tested for the first time last
Sunday, by Cleveland, only to lose, 8-4.
"WE PLAYED RIGHT with them, and tied it up,
but they scored a couple in a row at the end to win

it," Cochrane said. "However, I do think it was a
successful scrimmage, as we learned things we
weren't sure of prior to that game."
The offense, though young, appears to be strong.
With Lisa Lawson at center, Judy Pelphrey at first
home, Jenny Dunn at second home the Falcons
seem to have an offensive punch capable of
scoring goals.

The 42nd Masters offers the possibility of another dramapacked confrontation between Jack Nicklaus and Tom
Watson, golf's reigning monarch and the man who would
supplant him as the game's premier figure.
If it happens, however; if. in Sunday's final round at famed
Augusta National, it is a pounding chase between Nicklaus
and Watson around Amen Comer and over the gentle hills, it
will be by accident-not the design of either of the principals.
"The idea is to win the golf tournament," said Watson, "not
beat one man. To win the golf tournament you must beat
them all. The only man you don't want to beat is yourself."
Nicklaus. who, at one time or another, has turned back the
threats of Tom Weiskopf and Johnny Miller and Lee Trevino,
has said the same thing many, many times in virtually the
same words. It is a credo with him: "The only goal is to win
the tournament."

Reds trade AAoskau
The Cincinnati Reds, in a stunning move, sent starting
pitcher Paul Moskau back to the minor leagues Wednesday
to meet the 24-man roster limit, Dick Wagner, executive vicepresident and general manager, announced.
Moskau's contract was optioned to Cincinnati's Class AAA
•us. The 24-year-old righthander was
being counted on as the fourth starter in Cincinnati's pitching

rotation, but he struggled to a 9.00 earned run average in 23
innings during spring training.

By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcons will be in the Ohio University
Relays at Athens for the first time in six
years.
Bowling Green had participated until the
meet was dropped six years ago. It was held
again last year, but the Falcons did not enter.
"We really don't know who the other
teams will be," Coach Mel Brodtsaid. "But it
won't be a real large meet."

day, but the runners average 90 miles a week.
"Each day we have different workouts,"
Brodt said, "depending on what day it is and
the situation. Our distance men average from
12-20 miles a day and work out twice each
day. The sprinters have only one workout."
Sophomore John Anich, who qualified for
the NCAA finals last year in the 800 meters,
said that the lay-off has given the team more
time to get in shape.
"We wanted to beat Toledo and Findlay,"
Anich said, "but we really wanted to find out
what kind of shape we're in and get ready for
the relays.

But youth at the wings will be an important
factor for Bowling Green. With freshmen Cindy
Lepley and Trisha Green, some juggling of the
The Falcon tracksters haven't competed
line-up may be in order to balance the offense.
since their spring trip to Florida, but Brodt
"We may move Linda Stritzel to help our said that he thinks they'll still be ready.
situation," Cochrane said. "With rookies at the
"The lay-off shouldn't bother us," Brodt
wings, we may be forced to play the center."
said. "We've been conditioning well."

"Florida was the first time some of us
could compete this year since we all didn't
run indoors.
"I really can't say how well the team will
do since we haven't been able to compete
enough to know."

Tomorrow's game will be played west of the
"We would have liked to run (against
stadium, beginning at 1:30. After that game, the Toledo and Findlay) but those things happen
Falcons will compete in the Sauk Valley Tour- and I don't think it will hurt us."
nament next weekend.
Brodt said the Falcons workouts vary each

Bowling Green's main strength will rest
with middle distance men Anich, Kevin Ryan
and Rick Hutchinson, along with junior
sprinter Ivor Emmanuel and long distance
runner Bob Lunn.

Sports in review
Rematch in Masters

BASEBALL NOTES: Chuck Black or Marc
Miller will replace Greg Chrzanowski, who
will be out for a week with a pulled muscle In
the rib area, according to Purvis. If Black,
the Falcon's regular second baseman is
moved to short, Junior Jim Sustka will
replace Black at second.

Try again at Ohio
Bowling Green's track team will try again
tomorrow to get back into competition after
being rained out yesterday in a scheduled
home meet against Toledo and Findlay.

Lady Laxers face Scots
Usi.Uinl Spurts Editor

Inactive since last Sunday, the Falcon
baseball squad will have to overcome Mother
Nature if it hopes to complete a pair of doubleheaders against powerful Michigan this
weekend.
Bowling Green, 8-5, is scheduled to play
the Wolverines at 1 p.m. this afternoon at
Warren E. Stellar Field and then travel to
Ann Arbor for a 1 p.m. double-header
tomorrow, but there is a very good possibility
that the contests will be postponed.
"You don't have to be Houdini to figure out
that we're going to have trouble playing here,"
Purvis said yesterday as afternoon showers
continued to fall on an already soaked Warren
E. Stellar Field. "It's very possible that both
double-headers could be rained out," he
continued. "I know that Detroit's (Tigers)
opening day game was rained out so that can
give you an idea of the conditions up there."
Last year the Falcons had six MidAmerican Conference (MAC) games rained
out against the eighth and ninth place teams,
which hampered their title hopes since league
games cannot be made-up. Non conference
games can be rescheduled, but Purvis is
worried about the effects a long layoff might
have on his team.
"You can be doing one of three things,"
Purvis said, "progressing, regressing or
maintaining the status quo. I just hope we
can hold our own. Our hitting was really
coming around. We were getting our timing
down because we were getting some games
in. Our indoor facilities aren't extensive so
we're really stalled when we can't practice
outside."
Through their first 13 games the Falcons
have compiled a team batting average of .296
scored 82 runs and have slugged 35 extra-base
hits, including 13 home runs. Leftfielder Tom
Shane, a transfer from Cuyahoga Community
College West, leads the team with a .349
average, 15 hits, 12 runs scored, four doubles
and 28 total bases. He and centerfielder Jeff
Groth are tied for the team lead with three
homers and 11 RBI's.
Purvis expressed little surprise at Shane's

outstanding marks.
"We recruited him
because we knew be could help us right
away," he said. "Before yon recruit a
transfer you have to be sure he can help you
because he only has two years to develop. We
were confident in his ability."
Although it is still early in the season, third
baseman Jim Selgo appears to be bouncing
back from last year's .218 mark at the plate.
As a freshman Selgo hit .354 and in 32 at bats
this season he is hitting a respectable .281
with two doubles, one home run, 11 RBI's and
three steals in three attempts.
"To be truthful I don't think Jim is a .354
hitter," Purvis said, "nor do I think he is a
.218 hitter. He's probably around a. 280 to .290
hitter and he's returning to his norm now. He
may be capable to hit .310, but the Important
thing is that he's getting enough playing
time."
Mike Oleksak and Terry Milton are
scheduled to pitch if today's double-header is
played and Chris Dill and Stu Thlede have
been tabbed by Purvis as the Falcon starters
at Ann Arbor. The Falcon hurlers have
displayed signs of becoming a consistent
staff.
Dill is undefeated in two decisions with an
ERA. of 0.50. Thiede is 2-1 with a 3.32 ERA.
and Oleksak Is 1-1 with a 2.45 ERA. Milton is
1-2 with a 4.50 ERA. but Purvis expects htm to
improve those statistics once he gets needed
work.
"For this early in the season, Dill, Thiede,
and Oleksak have been very consistent,"
Purvis said. Milton has traditionally had
control problems in the early season, but
"when he's right he's a pretty good pitcher,"
the coach said.
Experts have tabbed Michigan as the Big
Ten favorite. The Wolverines have last year's
top five pitchers returning and six of last
year's eight fielders.

Tom Hume is expected to replace him in the starting
rotation.

Guthrie tries again
Janet Guthrie, the best antidote to those awful lady driver
jokes, has received the necessary financial backing to make
a second assault on the famed concrete oval in Indianapolis.
"Last Friday in a nationally televised interview I said,
regretfully, that it looked like I wouldn't have the opportunity
to race in this year's Indianapolis 500 due to lack of sponsorship," Guthrie said at a Wednesday news conference. "I
guess disappointment would be too mild a way to express my
feelings."
But the sponsorship quickly came her way, and her
reaction was: "I feel fantastic, just fantastic."

Bacon wants out
Veteran defensive end Coy Bacon will meet with his bosses
April 17 to discuss his departure from the Cincinnati Bengals
football club.
Bacon wants out, and he wants to be assured an honest
effort is being made to oblige him.
The 34-year-old Bacon maintains that he wants to leave the
Bengals on good terms.
"I just don't want to play a '34' defense three down
linemen," Bacon said in a telephone interview. "I can't
handle it...and I don't want to hear any of that team stuff."

From Associated Press wire reports
Bacon has credentials to attract a trade. He led the National
Football league in sacking the quarterback in 1976 with 26.

Wanted new coach

IAI.!.Ul m*.— * .1- £•_-> J Alvm Dark wanted to fire lus pitching coach when he was
VVrignT MQTe COUCn Tirea managing the San Diego Padres.an official of the National
**
League club says.
"We told him we'd think about it," said Ballard Smith, the
Wright State University basketball Coach Marcum baseball team's executive vice president
Jackson has been fired along with his assistant coach, Jerry
Instead, the Padres fired Dark and replaced him with
Holbrook, Athletic Director Don Mohr said Wednesday.
Roger Craig, the pitching coach.
Jackson and Holbrook came to Wright State in the 1975-76
season. The Raiders completed this past season with a 14-13
record, losing eight of their last nine games after attaining a
Kith-place ranking in the mid-season poll of Division II of the
NCAA in the Great Lakes Region.

Signs in Canada

Forced to quit

Rookie quarterback Larry Dick of the University of
Maryland has signed with the Saskatchewan Roughriders,
the Canadian Football League team announced Wednesday.

IM Notes
Susie Smith, the No. 1-ranked player on the Texas
Longhorn women's tennis team, has quit the squad because
of a bleeding intestinal ulcer.
Smith, a 21-year-old senior from Odessa, Texas, recently
was forced to default in the Texas Women's Invitational
Tournament because of stomach pains. She went into the
Texas Student Health Center and was ordered to give up
caffeine products-and competitive tennis.

All softball managers are reminded to pick-up their
schedules by 5 p.m. today from the Intramural Office, 101
Memorial Hall. All teams who do not pick up their schedules
will be dropped from the program.
All entries for volleyball are due In the Intramural Office
by Tuesday, April 11. Entries are available from residence
hall and fraternity athletic chairman.

